Getting Started with NSX Data Center

This guide will show you how to quickly get network virtualization set up in your environment.

1. Deploy NSX Manager

The step-by-step “Deploy OVA Template” wizard will get you started.

As simple as deploying a VM.

2. Deploy NSX Controllers and Controller Cluster

From within NSX Manager, deploy each NSX Controller. Then, create a Controller Cluster.

Infrastructure-ready for overlay networking.

3. Deploy Edge Nodes and Edge Cluster

Continuing in NSX Manager, deploy your Edge Nodes. Then, create an Edge Cluster.

NSX-ready for Layer 3 routing.

4. Prepare the hosts

Use NSX Manager to prepare each host by installing all VIBs.

Software networking enabled in the hosts.

To learn more about NSX Data Center and for in-depth technical information visit:
vmware.com/products/nsx